and [6, Theorem l] ). The operators T with closed range, finite nullity tzÍT), and finite defect diT) ate usually called Fredholm operators.
They coincide with the semigroup of Fredholm elements of BiX). In [3, p-91] , Barnes shows that, for a Fredholm operator T, kiT) -diT) -niT) which is the usual index of T in Fredholm operator theory.
Schechter shows in his paper [ll] that if T is a Fredholm operator of index zero there is an operator U in j(X) such that T + U is invertible. Examples will be given at the end of this section to show that there are nonprimitive semi- Ç Q or Le Ç Q by [9, 2.2.9] . Now e ¡s in L[Le] but not in Q so Q contains Le.
Also eQ is a right ideal not containing e so eQ 4 eA, and since eA is a minimal right ideal this implies eQ = {0|. Then eAQ Ç eQ = {0l so Q is contained in R[eA] = Le.
1.3. Definition. Let iff = \x £<b: kA/Q(ÇQ(x)) = 0 for all primitive ideals g!. kei£,eix)) = 0 for all e £E\. Let i/r = jx £ iff. n = 0(R[Ax])i for each integer n.
Then i/f is the union of the sets iff . [9, 1.6-9] 
Now suppose a is a nonnegative integer and for all 0 < n < q the theorem is true for all elements x of ipn. Let x be in iff ,. Let |e e ,••., e i be a (1 -f)A = xA and it follows that CeyiA) = £ (xA). Since £e (A) is primitive,
contradicting the fact that x is in iff. There must be some 1 < / < m such that fAex ± \0\. Reorder the l/P.p if necessary, so that ¡x^y ¡¿ |0Î.
Let /j be an element of A such thaf/j/jej /= 0. Let Xy=x + fytyCy. Clear- Then /^jCj + s is in (2qA1 f MCI?*1 e;) and x + (fxt^ex + s) = Xj + 5 is invertible. as follows:
Let / be the identity element of Bin). Then
The operators (O ©P) and (P © 0) are in EA and 
We must conclude that no such element u exists. Therefore / is an element of $A of index zero which cannot be carried into the invertible elements by adding a finite element. The function zl-»PzU), called the resolvent mapping lot x, is analytic onC\sp(x).
If 0 is an open set containing spU) and y is an admissible cycle for (0, spU)) define tot each complex-valued function / analytic on 0. If y y and y2 are both admissible cycles for (0, spU)), one can use the general Cauchy theorem to show that fy.ix) = fy Ax). We will write fix) to denote this element of A.
If / and g ate complex-valued analytic functions in a neighborhood U oí spU) and g is a complex-valued function analytic in an open set V containing sp(/U)) then (g °/)U) = g(/U)). The proofs of these facts can be easily generalized from the usual operational calculus where A is ß(X) for some Banach space X; see [5] .
2.1. A construction. Let x be an element of A. In the special case that sp(x) contains an isolated point A, we use the operational calculus to show necessary and sufficient conditions that A is a pole of the resolvent mapping z *-♦ Pzix). The following construction will be used repeatedly in our arguments.
Let r be a positive number such that \z: \z-X\ <2r\ Osp(x)= {A}. 
Using the operational calculus defined above wè have the following relations: 
Proof. For each integer n construct / U) for x at A as in (2.1). Since Since 0 = (A -x)pg = ((A -x)g)p, the spectral radius in A of the element (A -x)g is zero and hence sp^((A -x)g) = |0j. Since g ¿ 0, |0¡ = sp^((A -x)g) = {0} u sp(U-x)g) [9, p. 35] . Then spgAgixg) is just |A|.
It is easy to check that sp^U) = spßU(l -g)) u sp A ixg). We know that sps ((l -g)x) is compact and does not contain A. Hence A is an isolated point of sp^ ix).
For each integer m, construct / ix) at A as in 2.1. Let z H» PzU(l -g)) be the resolvent mapping for x(l -g) in the subalgebra B. For each z 4 spßU(l -g)),
Then, if z is not in sp^ ix), Pzixil -g)) = (l -g)P-zU) = Rzix)il -g). The mapping z -» P_U(l -g)) is analytic on |z: |z -A| < 2r} if r is a positive number such that {z: \z -A| < 2rî n sp^ ix) = M. Then, by Cauchy's theorem,
We see that f_yix) = /_tU)g = g/.jU). Then /.^W = (A -*)''/_XU) = 0.
Hence A is a pole of Rzix) of order less than or equal to p. 
we know that (a) implies (c). The proof that (c) implies (a) is similar
to that given for Lemma 2.5.
3. Riesz points of the spectrum. The singularities we are about to discuss are analogous to those considered by Lay in [7] and by West in [14] . They are especially easy to handle algebraically and will be important in the work taken up in §4. Let Pz(rpU)) = (rpU -x))_1 for all z 4 sp^^ (<p(x)). Then A is a pole of z -» Pziq>ix)) of order less than or equal to p and rank less than or equal to 0(/_j(x)).
Hence A is a Riesz point of sp^ ," (cS(x)).
3-5. Theorem. Let X be a Riesz point of spU) and let f be the spectral idempotent for x at X, Then f is in SA and X -x -f is invertible in A. Using the theory developed in this section we will soon show that these three sets are equal.
3.7. Theorem. // x is an element of A and X is any complex number such that X -x is in <t>. or <$ , then either A -x is invertible or X is a Riesz point of sp(x). There is an oper-
for ail Since / is an ideal, ¿ is in /. We see that A-x is in 0R. By Theorem 3-7, A is a Riesz point of spU).
The following corollary is immediate from Theorems 3-5 and 3.9. Ml -x)Ml -v) = Ml) = Ml -t^)Ml -x).
There exist s, and s2 in SA such that (l-y)(l-x) = (l-Sj) and il-x)il-v) = il-s2).
By Lemma 4.2 there exist Cy and c2 in SA and yt and y, in A such that il-yy)il -Sy) = il -Cy) and (l -s2)(l -y2) = (l -c2). Therefore (l-y1)(l-^)(l-x) = (l-c1) and (l -x)(l -z,)(l -y2) = (1 -c2).
The following lemma was proved by Taylor in much greater generality than is is needed here, and using the notation of operator theory. The proof given below is merely a translation into algebra notation. So we have (A -x) in 0 . Using Theorem 3-7 we see that A is a Riesz point of spU). 4.8. Corollary (Barnes) . // x is a Riesz element of A, the spectrum of x is finite or a sequence converging to zero.
Corollary (Barnes).
// x is a Riesz element of A, 1-x is Fredholm of index 0.
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Proof. If 1 -x is invertible then it is certainly Fredholm of index 0. If 1 is in sp(x) it is a Riesz point; so, by Corollary 3.11, 1 -x is Fredholm of index 0.
We will show in this section that x is in 31^ if and only if every nonzero point of sp(x) is a Riesz point. This was shown by A. Ruston in the case that B(X) = A for some Banach space X; see [14, p. 133] . We will need the following lemma. 4 .10. Lemma. Let A. and X2 be two distinct Riesz points in sp(x). Let g.
and g2 be the respective spectral idempotents for x at X. and A,. Then g,g7 = o = g,g2.
Proof. Aj and A2 are distinct isolated points of sp(x). There exist positive numbers r. and r2 such that 2 {Aj,A2| = sp(x)n U \z: |z-At.|<2r¿|. 
¿=1
We want to show that, for each \p\ >e, (p -/f) is invertible in A. By [9, (1.6.9) 
